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FORD CARS SELLING
FOR LOWEST PRICES
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Ford-truck-

WHAT ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT?

Sunday you and your friends will want to take a ride in tour
unsurpassed
car. The new completed road and highways
for beauty. You should tnjoy this scenery.
Are you worrying about your Ores? Let
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GATES TIRES
take the worry from you.
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Gertson & Marty
639 Cottonwood Street

rhone 595
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The Autumn brings joy both day and night,
If your machine is behaving right.
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Production of More Than Hundred Thousand Month Cause
Within Year.
. of Third' Cut
Mr Edsel R. Ford, President of the
Ford Motor Company, makes tho following announcement:
"We have another reduction In the
.
prices of Ford curs and
which went Into effect Sept. 1. The'
new prices average $T0.tfU under thrf
former prices, and are the lowest at
which Ford cars and trucks have ever
been sold.
'This Is thavthird price cut d,urintr
ihe past twelve months. On September 22, 1921, the price of the FcTd
touring cox was reduced from $575 to
$140; June 7th to $415. and now to
J335, making total reductions In this
type of t'220, or 3i percent. The same
proportionate reductions have been
made in all other types. One year ago
the price of the Ford Sedan was JS70;
today it lists at JtiOO with the same
equipment.
"We are taking advantage of every
economy in the manufacture of our
products in order that we may give
them to the public at the lowest pos
sible price, and by doing that, wo feel
that we are doing the one hg thing
that will help this country into, more
prosperous times. People are interest
ed' in prices, and are buying when
prices are right.
"The production of Ford cars and
trucks for August again broke all
previous high records witn the total
reaching 117.6-96- .
This is the fourth
nioiuu in wnifn our oui
put has gone over the hundred thous
and mark, tho total for the four
months being 453,074, which has gone
a long way in making possible the
present reductions. June this year,
with an output of 117,247, was the previous record month.
"One noteworthy feature .of our sales
is tho increased demand
for Ford
trucks and cars for salesmen. This
class of commercial business has been
.gradually Increasing the past sixty
days and we Interpret it as a very good
sign of improvement in general busi
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Prest-G-Lk-

Reduces &gain !
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The Price: 24.85 the Saving: 13.60
-
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news tor tne owners 01 r orus,
Overlands, certain models of
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For a genuine
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this same nowerful, long'
yw
; n i!t fnr M4 M
lived, quality
wSt
r h an fnr vour old bat tery, no mauir
pre-wpP""s
its make. This is back to
r
yes, better than
attery, too. "
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$24.85
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than the 1920 price
lovvsr im.n

recucuon.-.nocpternu- w,
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pre-wa-

the price of this battery was $33.45; in
Decentberitwas revised downward to $30.40.

Drive around and get this best battery
bargain on the mark t.. Come today. Tell
your friends.
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AUTOMOTIVE -- BATTERY CO.
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"Battery, too!
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"Xo reduction has been made in the
price of the. Fordson Tractor, and
,
wuie In contemplated;'' k
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your auto ought to be as "fit as a fitldlo" if you expect to enjoy the
Wo
of tho glorious full days that are to come.
are expert car mechanics and can put your car in shape In a hurry.
You only pay for the actual time it takes., and for the materials used.
"
Ia Rudy's Auto Doctor look after your car's hcyl'llil
Nature-brightne-

Pull up where you
see this sign

RUDY TANNLER
Sorrice Car Day and Night

, Residence 485-'f 518 Willow

Shop phone, 870
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Motor Repairing
The kind that you learn to rely upon. A careful
going over now and then may save trouble for the
best cf men.
Sbrvice and sales agency for MASTER TRUCKS
the truck that is a friend of thejnan who has hauling to be done.
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CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
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Brace & Nelson
16

Phone

Garden St.

Mr. Motorist
Do your tires need

r
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BY ItlCHAEU.F. DACEY
(International News Service Staff
Correspondent.)
DENVER. Sept. 10. Invention of
a machine that will "harness gravita
tion" is the claim of W. F. Garbe, Den
ver mechanic and shopkeeper.
A working model of the new lnven
tion, which Is on display in Garbe'j
North Denve shop, is attracting wide
t
attention. The machine comprises a system of
w heels, around which link chains ope
rate there being a weight affixed to
the centre rigid portion of the machine, which contains the axis wheel,
also rigid. The weight, instead of
dropping like that of a clock, revolves
and thereby, Garbe declares, counterbalances the slack and produces gravitation which forms the force of the
machine and which it harnesses, ready
for man to use.
Garbe asserts lhat, with his machine perfected and bunt to suit all
purposes, it will run any kind of machinery and will eliminate the necessity of fuel in producing power.
' WiU Run Indefinitely"
"Some "might coll my machine perpetual motion, but there is no such
thing as perpetual motion," Garbe declares. ".My machine, however, will
run indefinitely.
"I realize that ft has been universal
ly, taught that harnessing gravitation
is an impossibility, but I'm confident
that I have solved the problem.
"I do not claim to know what the
force of gravitation Is; nor does the
electrical expert know the composition
or force of electricity, nor tho phy
sician the force behind radium, but for
more than thirty years I have been Interested In the study of harnessing
gravitation, having studied it from
every angle, and my machine Is based
upon mathematics.
'Force We Cannot Understand."
"We know that it is gravitation that
holds the unnumbered worlds together
'
a force that we cannot understand.
"In Ezekiel there Is mention of a
'wheel within a whel,' and of "the
spirit of the machine,' and it is tho
combination of these that I have
worked out. I have assembled my machine on the planetary system, with
mathematical precision, and "the spirit
of the machine' is that unknown force,
"I am a practical machinist, and
am convinced that I have solved thi
problem of harnessing gravitation.
I
am perfectly willing to give demonstrating to the skeptical.
"I know with my machine I can Increase or decrease power; that In, my
working model I can demonstrate this
power, and, as it operates Itself and
has Its own power In operation, there
is no nerd for coal or other fuel.
With this machine I can run' a sew-Inmachine or operate, a great indus-trf-'- "
g

We'll fix them the right way

Just phone or bring them

o us.
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We sell

Pennsylvania,
Oldfield Automobile Tires.

Goodrich, Brunswick,

START Right with
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QUALITY PRINTING at Reasonable Price- s-

East Oreconian Printing Department.'
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Supply Co.

Wholesale and Retail
E. Court St. Wm. Dunn, Mgr.
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The ciit ve made in our new and second hand cars did not sell them all we
must sell every car before October 1st; so here goes from 875 to 8100 more off on

rj

every ear.
We must have the money and
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Brand new Paige 45 sport model,"
never had a wheel turned; regular price
$2330, sacrificed at .... . . .
1920 Paige 55, 7 passenger,' used 6
ueeks; regular price S3250, sold at
V.',
$1850
.only .
Oakland Coupe, never used, wire
wheels; regular price ' $2375, going
. ,VV"-$189-
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cars must go if we have to give them

the room
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Brand new 1921 five passenger Paige;
regular selling price 8910, selling
aV.
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$1650

1921 Oakland Demonstrator, nin 700
miles; regular price 81375, today price
is . .
$995
4 New Oldsmobile Speed Wagons, retail price is $1585, i today sells them
. $1250
at .
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ALL KINDS OF SECOND HAND CARS PRICED AS LOW AS $100.
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We will take notes from responsible" people for one year. Will take sales on monthly payment plan.''
Remember that all cars '
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Other Prest
in correct 5?r for
every make of car
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Corner E. Alta and Cottonwood
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Phone 133
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